Stock Prods

Animal Control in Hand

New
Stock Prod Professional (G05652/G05651)
Super tough shaft and market leading design, the Professional models are flexible and robust to absorb sudden animal movement - reducing stress to the user and the animal.

Rechargeable (SG250)
Effective, durable and rechargeable option for keeping livestock moving.

Standard (SG150)
Strong, safe instant power for use with disposable batteries.

* Length includes handle
STOCK PROD

Professional

Available in two models, Ramp Up and Full Power

Ramp Up Model (G05652)
- Unique patented ramp up power - the animal decides level of discomfort before moving away
- Decreases animal stress by minimising shock delivered - especially important for animal handling prior to slaughter.

Full Power Model (G05651)
- Standard full power functionality

SUPER STRONG SHAFT
- Aluminium shaft with galvanised steel spring provides unique strength and flexibility
- Shaft is robust to absorb sudden animal movement, reducing stress to the user and product
- Extra large attachment nut to overcome breakages
- 89cm shaft included with both models; 59, 89 and 119cm shafts also sold separately (G05653, G05654, G05655).*

SUPERIOR BATTERY LIFE
- Class leading run time on one set of batteries
- Highly efficient circuitry and 4 x large capacity D cell batteries (included)
- Battery life averages at least 2 months in typical professional usage applications.

FULLY SEALED ELECTRONICS
- Fully sealed motor assembly providing the ultimate protection against moisture
- Disassembles very easily and spare parts are readily available.

* Lengths include handle
**Built in rechargeable battery (includes charger)**

**SHAFTS FOR RECHARGEABLE AND STANDARD MODELS**
- Flexible to reduce risk of damage
- Large attachment nut to overcome breakages
- Brass contacts points for positive results
- 55, 82, 107cm options available.*

**Car Charger (SG003)**

**Balanced and comfortable hand grip**

**Balanced and comfortable hand grip**

**Steady wrist strap with button locking clip**

**Safety wrist strap included**

**SG055**

**SG082**

**SG107**

*Lengths include handle